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vertical blinds

SLEEK AND PRACTICAL
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SLEEK AND STYLISH
Combining modern styling with practical
functionality, Vertical Blinds incorporate
fabric vanes that can be tilted or stacked
to the right, left or centre depending on
your unique light requirements.
Perfect for sliding doors, Vertical Blinds
are available in a huge range of colours
and fabric types, from translucent to block
out to suit any room within your home.

LIGHT CONTROL

SLEEK DESIGN

The EOS® Vertical Blades turn 200
degrees to ensure perfect light protection
and minimal light gaps. The EOS® System
includes a track top recess and the flush
clip-in-bracket option mounts the track
flush with the reveal giving maximum
closure above the track.

The EOS® Vertical Track is the ideal
window covering solution for every decor.
The head rail and all visible components
are slim and elegant in design. The sleek
25mm curved profile provides the perfect
contemporary look, or for a more traditional
feel you can reverse the profile and use
the fabric insert option.

EASY TO USE
The EOS® System is light and easy to
operate. It requires very little effort to open
and close.

PATENTED BLADE
ALIGNMENT
The unique patented self alignment
mechanism in the slat travellers ensures
the vanes are always equally spaced and
guaranteed to hang straight and parallel,
ensuring smooth operation even on the
largest blinds. When a vane is brought out
of line, it is automatically restored to its
original position.

MINIMAL STACK SIZE

GREATER CHOICE
The choice of fabrics is extensive, ranging
from light filtering to block out to the
latest developments in light controlling
Sunscreens.

FLEXIBILITY AT HAND
The EOS® Vertical Track System is the
most flexible solution for large, sloping and
irregular shaped windows.

EASY TO REPAIR
Repair or replacement of Vertical Blades
is made easy with the EOS® Patented Slat
Traveller Hook. This hook can be easily
removed with no tools required and is
compatible with blades of any material.

The narrow vane travellers provide a much
narrower blade stack.

RAPID STACK BACK
FACILITY
The entire blade stack can be quickly and
easily traversed across the track in a
single movement making window cleaning
a breeze.

vertical blinds
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